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Between December 1989 and February 1990, the 

Bulgarian artist Nedko Solakov created Top Secret. The 

work consisted of a wooden filing chest containing two 

drawers filled with drawings, texts, collages, cards and 

objects. It outlined Solakov’s connection to the Bulgarian 

state security as “a youth with a true belief in Socialism,” 

which he stopped in 1983.1 Top Secret was shown at “End 

of Quotation,” an exhibition staged at the Club of Young 

Artists in Sofia between April 20 and May 26, 1990. Initially 

intended as a personal act of self-disclosure unique for the 

context of post-Socialist Europe, the work caused a scandal 

two months later when Solakov was elected vice-chair of 

the Union of Artists at “the height of the political changes” 

occurring within Bulgaria “to long-standing communist 

rule.”2 (In response, Solakov resigned.) To this day, in 

comparison with the other Eastern European countries, 

the official files related to state security in Bulgaria at the 

time remain closed in general.3
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《最高机密》，1989至1990年
丙烯、墨、油画颜料、照片、石墨、青铜、铝、木头；
一个可耻的秘密；179张装于原包装盒的索引卡片；
14 × 46 × 39厘米
DVD视频，彩色有声，循环播放，40分7秒，2007年

Top Secret, 1989-1990
Acrylic, drawing ink, oil, photographs, graphite, bronze, 
aluminium, wood; a shameful secret; 
179 index cards in original box; 14 x 46 x 39 cm; 
Video on DVD, color, sound, 40 min 7 sec, looped, 2007

PHOTO: Anatoly Michaylov, Konstantin Shestakov
Collection Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven
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In response to the controversy, Solakov published a text 

in the Sofia-based weekly paper, Kultura, in which he wrote 

about feeling liberated by his confession. He had finally relieved 

himself of a burdensome secret that he had struggled with 

since leaving the army in 1983 after completing his two-year 

military service that followed his graduation from the Sofia 

Art Academy—what he called the beginning of “a long and 

painful awakening.” 4 Solakov knew he would never become “a 

true artist” until he overcame the fear and shame surrounding 

his past. In his text, he wrote: “It doesn’t matter what kind of 

fear this may be—the fear of changing the direction of one’s 

work in spite of the success it is gathering, or the fear of 

revealing oneself to the full at any cost, and thus accomplish 

an artistic act.”5 

After the mid-1980s, as Perestroika unfolded, Solakov lost 

his faith in socialism completely. During this time, he established 

himself as an artist in Bulgaria, becoming a member of the 

avant-garde City Group, and making work that reflected his 

disillusionment. In 1987, for example, he produced Politburo— 

a work consisting of twelve anonymous portraits that was 

not shown publically until SARIEV Contemporary presented 

it at Art Cologne in 2016. “Naturally, [exhibiting] this was not 

possible before 1989 because of the strong satirical content 

directly mocking ‘the chief political and executive committee 

of a Communist party’,” Solakov wrote.6 In September 1989, 

Solakov positioned a telescope on the roof of Sofia’s Artist’s 

Union gallery to point westwards, so that the red star adorning 

the Bulgarian Communist Party headquarters could be viewed 
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through the lens. He named the work View to the West.

After the scandal caused by Top Secret, Solakov turned to 

the West in order to realize his projects. “I started from zero, 

because nobody knew anything about me or of Bulgaria,” 

he remembers, as we sit for lunch one beautiful September 

afternoon in Plovdiv, Bulgaria’s second largest city, during 

the opening weekend of his 2016 solo exhibition at SARIEV 

Contemporary, “Nature.” The exhibition presented a series 

of 12 drawings made during 12 hikes taken on consecutive 

afternoons through the woods of Bulgaria’s Gabrovo region, 

which Solakov has explored for more than 30 years. It consisted 

of a large wall photograph of this landscape taken from the 

balcony of Solakov’s countryside studio by his son Dimitar, with 

numbers annotating the image corresponding to locations 

where Solakov produced the drawings he presented as part of 

the show. Each sketch offers a narrative—a kind of non-linear 

close-up of the landscape in focus—with annotations and 

drawings presenting what Solakov saw in one spot, including 

things that happened and how he felt at a given time. These 

were written for the first time in Bulgarian. (Solakov generally 

uses English in his work to reach as broad an audience as 

possible, he explains.) 

On the logic behind the exhibition’s staging, Solakov 

told me that viewers would have to take his word for it when 

believing that the points on the large image did indeed corre-

spond to the drawings he created. (Later in our conversation, 

he would make a similar comment about a leap of faith people 

have to take with his Top Secret confession—“Even now, I 

could tell you that I made everything up. After all, it is only 

an art work since, up to this day, there are no publicly known 

documents about my involvement.”)

In turn, I ask him how he might apply the mapping we see 

in “Nature” to his career. That is, if Solakov were to think of 

his practice as a landscape, then what works or exhibitions 

along the trail would he pick out as important milestones? In 

response, he credits “Expressions” at the Third Eye Centre, 

Glasgow, curated by Andrew Nairne in 1990, as his first im-

portant group show. There, he met curator Anda Rottenberg, 

who was preparing an exhibition called “Europe Unknown.” The 

show was held in 1991 at Palac Sztuki in Krakow, and presented 

Western and Eastern European artists together for the first 

time on this scale. Solakov participated, and from there began 

a series of chain reactions that would define the trajectory of 

his life and work.

It was through “Europe Unknown” that Solakov and curator 

Luchezar Boyadjiev met Vasif Kortun, who invited both to 

participate in the 3rd Istanbul Biennial in 1992. (Boyadjiev in a 

curatorial capacity.) The Biennial was an important moment in 

左：
《声明》，1999年
印于15000张明信片和200件
T恤衫上的消息；8个盛放明信
片的有机玻璃盒子，放置于威尼
斯双年展军械库门口以及奥地
利、法国和意大利馆
保加利亚在1999年第48届威尼
斯双年展的官方参与项目（最后
一刻入选）

Left:
Announcement, 1999
Message printed on 15000 
postcards and 200 T-shirts; 8 
(regularly supplied with cards) 
Plexiglas boxes placed at 
the Arsenale's entrance and 
in the Austrian, French and 
Italian Pavilions in the Giardini, 
Venice.
Official participation of Bulgar-
ia in the 48th Venice Biennial, 
1999 (accepted at the last 
minute).

Courtesy the artist 

《新诺亚方舟》（局部），
1992至2007年
“物种们”，热塑性塑料、
金属，共96件，每件6 × 7 × 11
厘米到42 × 80 × 125厘米不等

New Noah’s Ark (detail), 
1992—2007 
The Creatures, thermoplastic, 
metal, 96 pieces, various 
dimensions from 6 x 7 x 11 cm 
to 42 x 80 x 125 cm; 
PHOTO (at Blvd Bulgaria 54 
studio, Sofia): 
Anatoly Michaylov, 
Konstantin Shestakov

Courtesy the artist and 
Galleria Continua San 
Gimignano / Beijing / 
Le Moulins / Habana
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扟醣棾艊鴛妘踆惛蟨俓贋鎢鑫跫翨諤

鰱艊諤蟢嗴㓋嶗䖑翽䎋茩䯖謾跤藥愥1993妘

嶗1995妘儨喺昤儕妘嗴踽䎪嗴、骼㫤贋鎢
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陝艊訅蠐嗘黥昤鬢壉啯儕妘嗴＃趼昷/謭￥、

讜妘䯖骼彾踵鑫踆䉯鲡嫕魍頯梮叧䅳艊攝僔

彾蘚、1997妘䯖骼贋鎢鑫羾郿霎鲡·忂蟨竑詇

嗴䯖鮪鄟郿P.S.1嫕魍頯梮跤宆蹁窩艊嗴㓋＃俍

⊕䯤駡邁㓉㳜/蟔鳏㓉㳜￥䯖飨倀羾彾呝妷詇陝

艊賂墕儕妘嗴訵侸跣嗴㓋、

踆惛蟨俓飨詆酽跣㳚蠿藨酁棴鑫1990妘

魍䯤慘踵魍ィ墮鎢濕鲡艊頯梮咲鮪1999妘儨

喺昤儕妘嗴醢飨謖踵＃佪暺￥艊頯梮ǹ誤俋熱

䏣俧、鮪賜鲡惛·壉㜀儫艊詇陝醣䯖踆惛蟨俓壽

慘鑫15000媑暺惡穻嶗200鬣T峊コ䯖鮪呅髦醢

䉳棧鑫墮鎢濕鲡艊醑頥晪䯖妛鹾咅壉墮鎢濕鲡

豈侕鮪鈇夌啔㫝醑鴛妘躐謚＃澐媀傗壧鰱贋

鎢2001妘蹁窩艊醣酽嗘儨喺昤儕妘嗴￥、9嫕

磢䯖2001妘㫤曧煫桹墮鎢濕鲡蹺咲䒛Ⅹ茻

勢鞔俍䯖墮鎢濕鲡雩㫤曧綾酽酽跣煫桹靕墰
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艊䗮囑￥䯖鮪踽嗴鯫艊酽跣嗴鄭㳚嗴熱鑫慘閔

︹羠噯䯒䧸醮艀䯓︺䯤跏瀕熌甉墡鮪斾跣嗴梕

㫓蠿跤酽跣恦亝獸彾艀頥䯖酽跣恦亝獸彾䧸

頥䯖鲮桬嬔侟、

terms of gaining recognition outside of Bulgaria. Here, Solakov 

showed New Noah’s Ark, which updates the biblical story of 

Noah with that of a man tasked “from somewhere ‘elsewhere’” 

with saving a group of strange creatures that appeared in the 

bathroom of his apartment. The work consisted of a “‘classical’ 

painting (Noah’s Breakfast), a small stone with the inscription 

‘you’ on it (which Noah had found that same morning under 

his pillow), 12 drawings of the Ark, one book which describes 

everything in depth, strange sounds of running water and many, 

many gaily colored plastic creatures, crawling to their (but not 

our) deliverance.”7 (The stone was apparently stolen in Istanbul 

the year it was shown.) On the Biennial, and naming Solakov’s 

work as exemplary, Thomas McEvilley noted: “this might have 

been the first major international exhibition of which one 

could straight-facedly say, ‘the Bulgarians stole the show’.”8 

What followed was a decade of participation in various 

exhibitions and residencies around the world. These included 

the central exhibitions at the Venice Biennale in 1993 and again 

in 1995: the same year he participated in Rene Block and Iara 

Boubnova’s 4th Istanbul Biennial “Orient/ation” and became 

a founding member of the Institute of Contemporary Art in 

Sofia. In 1997, he participated in, among other shows, “Heaven: 

Public View/Private View,” curated by Joshua Decter at the 

P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center, New York, and the Gwangju 

Biennale, “Unmapping the Earth,” curated by Sung Wan Kyung. 

Solakov ended the 1990s with another milestone: an 

intervention at the 1999 Venice Biennale as the representing 

artist for Bulgaria’s official participation, titled Announcement. 

Curated by Iara Boubnova, Solakov produced 15,000 postcards 

and 200 T-shirts, both printed with Bulgaria’s tricolor, and 

on which a statement announcing Bulgaria’s preparedness 

to “properly participate in the next Venice Biennale in 2001” 

after a near 30-year absence from the event.9 Of course, 

there was no Bulgarian Pavilion in 2001—to this day Bulgaria 

is the only European Union state without a national pavilion. 

Nevertheless, Solakov did participate that year in Harald 

Szeemann’s main show, “The Plateau of Humankind,” staging 

A Life (Black & White) in one room of the main venue. The 

work involved two workers/painters following each other, one 

painting the walls of the exhibition space white and the other 

painting them black, for the entire duration of the exhibition.

The impact of these Venice participations cannot be 

understated, both in terms of Solakov’s own practice as well as 

in the context of Bulgaria’s contemporary art scene. In 2006, for 

example, an exhibition exploring the conceptual use of text in 

Bulgarian art at the Sofia City Art Gallery—curated by Maria 

Vassileva and Daniela Radeva—referred to Solakov’s 1999 

Venice work in the title of the show “Important Announcement,” 

左：
《生命（黑与白）》
1998年至今
黑色和白色的油漆；
在整个展期过程中两位油漆
工其中一位把墙刷成白色，
另一位刷成黑色，交替往复
尺寸可变
第49届威尼斯双年展主题展
“人类的高原”展览现场，
2001年

Left:
A Life (Black & White)
1998 - present
Black and white paint; 
two workers/painters 
constantly repainting the walls 
of the exhibition space in 
black and white for the entire 
duration of the exhibition, 
day after day following each 
other; dimensions variable
Installation view at
“Plateau of Humankind,” 
the 49th Venice Biennial, 2001

PHOTO: Andrea Stappert
Collections of Peter 
Kogler, Vienna; Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Chicago; 
Hauser & Wirth, St. Gallen; 
Museum fuer Moderne 
Kunst, Frankfurt am Main; 
Tate Modern, London

Courtesy the artist

《艺术与生命（在我这部
分的世界）》，2005年
画在不同表面上的永久性马克
笔，第9届伊斯坦布尔双年展
海景宫公寓现场（已销毁）

Art & Life (in my part 
of the world), 2005
Permanent felt-tip pen on 
various surfaces, Deniz Palas 
Apartmani, 9th Istanbul 
Biennial (destroyed)

Courtesy the artist and 
the 9th Istanbul Biennial
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晹㛀曧鞲踆惛蟨俓靕墰艊攝慘呺㣻熱僨䯖

㫤曧鞲墮鎢濕鲡艊嫕魍頯梮粶乵棾荱䯖贋鎢儨

喺昤儕妘嗴㬬彾艊嬁閼醭詵濱幫、籌偧䯖踆䉯

鲡嫕魍頯梮叧䅳2006妘蹁窩艊䯖羾粓蹉鲡·罁

㒂啯罁嶗踹傤惛·惛訅罁詇陝䯖暅鮪扜踆墮鎢

濕鲡頯梮跤旝梪艊氥寳屟㫜羮艊嗴㓋＃㳛㒄

佪暺￥䯖點鮪槪䎪跤謭踆惛蟨俓1999妘儨喺

昤儕妘嗴醢艊慘閔靪斲䯖䅵踆惛蟨俓侳㫤嗴熱

鑫澤賽搮啯·燆鎑諮俓。▕㳚啯·杚惛鳘蟨俓。杚

惛醎侸濕壉·黥醐㜀俓。則楁·丠䈈芕㜀俓。陸惛

昤袣啯·竑倇俓嶗昤竑欽·喺詁惛鎑俓訵鳏艊慘

閔、2013妘鈵絆竑·墴惛騿俓鮪悇㚴墮鎢濕鲡

敤姛唻婠襫儨喺昤儕妘嗴蹺咲䒛敆慁醭侽艊

㫓蠿跤抲勢鑫踆惛蟨俓贋鎢艊1999妘艊儨喺

昤儕妘嗴、墴惛騿俓2015妘艊䎋茩＃蟿㡇裶炚

裶䄄￥䯖鞲餚蹺。墴㒂訵蹺艊蹺咲䒛蟿羮鑫125

襫昷皺貏艊裶炚裶䄄䯖懲墮鎢濕鲡靧啨镾踵儕

妘嗴艊＃炚￥炣會熱砎㠧篻、

儨喺昤躐謚䯖踆惛蟨俓艊晈蠿㫤鮪酭醁、

鮪2000妘魍䯖骼贋鎢鑫2007妘訅12嗘旝篻

嗴嶗2012妘訅13嗘旝篻嗴䯖飨倀2001。2003

嶗2007妘艊儨喺昤儕妘嗴䯖妛鮪2007妘鈵絆

竑·昤怐詇陝艊踽䎪嗴醢嬱勢鑫駥㖌抲謖、骼

艊⺸鉝慘閔︹㚮㛀䯒㠨鲲䯓︺酁椨侟棇䯖晼妧

䧿剴啱䀟、呅㚸㫼鑫墮鎢濕鲡嶗調鈵昤躐䄄

縶酄AK-47褃韌澒楙艊羠鲲嶗䀏綈䂏㫊斶鴛

妘艊鄗鲅、澐偧踆惛蟨俓鮪酽俋穻亝䉳醢忲

釀艊旝叄忞㛺䯖飝鎽盧㚾墮鎢濕鲡羠鲲。䀏綈

AK-47䯖酁楇㬬彾鑫飝鎽㓦鉢躐謚晹熴㫧ǹ蹺

䅕豕濕翂㛽徏㩸㚯、䯒踆惛蟨俓慇熱䯖粷鮪墮

鎢濕鲡艊羠鲲縟墱鄽㩸鍖羠鲲酽蟢醭讜艊褃

韌澒楙䯖＃喼諎醮AK-47耚踵荁備䯖漲曧呝瑪觻

諦譯郿槪豈艊粷魍澒楙、￥䯓

慘踵䎋茩艊酽㯵鰓䯖踆惛蟨俓㛛蹕恦墮

鎢濕鲡嶗調鈵昤儕昷㰊夃勢䁬俧頌㫧ǹ㚮

㛀䯖喥偡絹曧跏蹺縶酄聶閔艊蓜㛌鲲棈㫧ǹ

㜎繩、嫕踆惛蟨俓㛄嶎㜎繩㫧ǹ艊偧駁艊暚

鎬䯖骼抲熱鑫酽跣＃桹樰懪艊篟牣￥䯖墮鎢濕

鲡酽昷抲熱鑫㫥樭艊鲇呺䯤調鈵昤鞲棾煫桹

驔嬱懲羮㒂㳚啯叄瀭ィ艊㚾詵䯖＃墮鎢濕鲡

爐媐㒂㳚啯嶗㫶躜昤鮪謦跫鄅僨暺鑫㒂㳚啯

叄瀭ィ￥、嫕磢䯖鮪呺䅕呝彾艊⺸鉝慘閔跤䯖

踆惛蟨俓抲熱鑫詆酽跣燍㳘扢錼鑫躐頌艊鲇

呺䯤慘踵墮鎢濕鲡鳏骼巃勢䎙踵廻峫䯖罌踵

㒂㳚啯嶗㫶躜昤呺䅕醢曧壔阭旝蘚䯖鞲棾雩

煫桹詛㫓墮鎢濕鲡、桭鄮䯖踆惛蟨俓鮪䁬俧

頌䄕㜁旝鬣䯖僨粷墮調儕昷饅鲋聶鲇窹閔蓜

㛌鲲棈艊㚮㛀桹忞敘櫞䯖唻澑桹蟢＃跣鳏艊瓕

which featured works by Solakov alongside those by Luchezar 

Boyadjiev, Kiril Prashkov, Pravdoliub Ivanov, Kalin Serapionov, 

Krassimir Terziev, and Stefan Nikolaev. In 2013, Robert Bar-

amov would reference Solakov’s 1999 Venice participation 

with “Declaration of War,” his own protest against the lack 

of support for a Bulgarian pavilion from the Bulgarian state. 

(Baramov’s 2015 project, Rented Air Spaces, constituted a 

series of agreements to lease 125 cm3 of air space from various 

pavilions, from Great Britain to Brazil, so that Bulgaria could 

at least contribute to the Biennale’s atmosphere.)

After Venice, Solakov’s journey continued into the 2000s. 

He took part in documenta 12 in 2007, where he showed Fears 

(99 drawings expressing various worries and phobias) and 

Top Secret alongside a 40-minute video depicting the artist 

re-reading the contents of the box 17 years later. He also 

took part in dOCUMENTA (13) in 2012, where he presented 

Knights (and other dreams) at the Brothers Grimm Museum, 

and showed at the 2001, 2003 and 2007 Venice Biennales, 

receiving honorable mention for his participation in Robert 

Storr’s 2007 central exhibition at Venice. That 2007 installa-

tion, Discussion (Property), was characteristically complex, 

humorous and incisive. It told the story of a decade-long 

dispute between Bulgaria and Russia surrounding the right 

to produce and sell the AK-47, since, as Solakov relayed in a 

story that was written on two large exhibition walls at the 

Arsenale, the Soviet Union had given Bulgaria free permission 

to do so, resulting in the inability for an international patent 

application or legal transfer after the Soviet Union’s collapse. 

(These days, as Solakov wrote, Bulgarian manufacturers 

have switched to producing a different assault rifle, the AR 

which, “despite its slight similarity to the AK-47, was entirely 

modernized in line with NATO standards.”)

As part of the project, Solakov sought to bring sides from 

the Russian and Bulgarian debate to talk on camera about the 

subject, but was only successful on the Bulgarian side. This all 

took place just as negotiations surrounding the intellectual 

property of military items were taking place between the two 

states. When imagining how these negotiations unfolded, 

Solakov offered an “educated guess” that the Bulgarian side 

used more serious arguments than the fact that the Russians 

have never obtained a license for using the Cyrillic alphabet, 

which was in fact “invented by the Bulgarian brothers Cyril and 

Methodius back in the ninth century, or for eating Lactobacillus 

Bulgaricus, the tiny bacteria that makes the best yoghurt.” Of 

course, in the actual installation, this fact is overturned when 

Solakov offers another annotation: that, to his chagrin as a 

Bulgarian, “Cyril and Methodius were actually Greek clerks 

who had never been to Bulgaria.” The story ends with Solakov 

㢹￥䯖罌踵＃靧啨鮪蹺䅕聶瞐㠾曀艊褃韌澒楙

䃸貙桭鄮㫊彾鑫荁唻艊嶗妕、￥

踆惛蟨俓鮪瀯鬣慘閔跤讜暚妷蜵靕墰艊

㦳麋妛䎴㒉呅䯖㫥酽㫓蠿垷駱鑫骼艊斾跣攝慘

呺㣻Ⅹ晹㛀曧墮鎢濕鲡-調鈵昤澓鏍㜎繩㫥

樭錨鉢艊踽䎪䯖㫤曧骼鮪＃記絹￥跀燒跤䁏㳟

艊梣壽酁椨ィ䉳醢霎釀艊杚跫哻㔃、㫥蟢酽㠵

艊晹翬魑鳏嶎㡽鑫踆惛蟨俓鮪︹桭䗮梽哣︺跤

艊鶯艀、鮪骼㮰謕僨ィ鲋1990妘艊旝覈㳚䯖骼

恦︹桭䗮梽哣︺蠙躐踵酽蟢㙬蛵䯖抲㲠＃忞桹

妘㪇鳏㰊詵镾⺖㛵啂鍖魖駱赗宆釆鄬艊鉢壽

躐鈫、￥㫥嬟詵镾雩曧唻骼靕墰艊酽跣㙬蛵䯤

骼躐謚忞桹攝慘艊邁讜竑砎喥曧鱧呯愗悹莏

㛠艊㛃書、︹靕㠥艊頯梮︺喥曧酽跣籌厸、踆

惛蟨俓鲋2000妘鮪騿昤蟨艊䈈諮鄐翍娡䒫漛

嗴熱鑫㫥鬣慘閔、鮪酽䉳裶駣艊嗴亝醢釀菑㫥

樭艊旝叄䯤＃倉䯖㓅鍎䯖曧㓅‖艊酽㯵鰓䯖㫥䯒喒

謾曧鮪䅵侲侺䯓唻彿艊鎲趵羠猌棾㛺妛醭尫躅

㳛㒄䯖罌澑䯖彿㓌嬱嗴熱桖呺㠮鲢艊趼㒂雩醭

諦㬎、￥㫥鬣慘閔瀯漛嗴㓋暚䯖㰊＝鮪愥誑㳚

玏鎢酽鲢醮嵔乵荁饅艊叄訶、籌偧䯖鮪2004妘

鈵貿儕妘嗴醢䯖愥誑㳚艊旝叄曧＃䯒喒謾曧鮪彿

曞朷煫萉偡躐謚䯓￥䯖2005妘贜爔喺鲡頯梮贜㓋

＝醢䯖 䅏峐竑翍娡夃棾艊慘閔賒釀菑＃䯒喒謾

曧鮪嶯俋濕艊㫥跣鰱嶼䯓￥、

reading the papers and finding out that state discussions 

between Bulgaria and Russia surrounding the intellectual 

property of military items had improved. The artist was left 

“personally satisfied” by this development, since “at least in 

the assault rifle sector of the international arms trade there 

will finally be relative peace.”

In one work, then, Solakov at once celebrates his identity 

and subverts it—a process that is embedded into his entire 

practice and whatever it produces, whether the focus is on 

something as specific as Bulgarian-Russian arms negotiations, 

or as universal as the absurd fables the artist writes on gilded, 

wooden surfaces and structures as part of his “Icon” series. 

Absurdity is a form of potent mediation in Solakov’s world, after 

all: this is exemplified in Negotiations, Solakov’s response to 

a 2003 invitation to exhibit at Tel Aviv’s Dvir Gallery, for which 

the artist contacted a representative of the Israeli State and 

a representative of the Palestinian Authority in Sofia, and 

asked if “the Israelis and Palestinians could have a temporary 

cease-fire” during his visit to Israel.

This steadfast irreverence recalls Solakov’s confession 

in Top Secret, and the newspaper article he published after 

exhibiting it back in 1990. In that article, he wrote: “I wanted 

it to be a warning to all young people who might be misled to 

fall into the meticulously woven webs of the Institution.” Most 

likely, Solakov was also writing a warning to himself: one that 

《讨论（财产）》，2007年
混合媒介，尺寸可变
第52届威尼斯双年展主
题展展览现场，2007年

Discussion (Property), 2007
Mixed media, 
dimensions variable
Installation view at
“Think with the Senses: 
Feel with the Mind; Art at 
the Present Tense,”the 
52nd Venice Biennial, 2007

PHOTO: Ela Bialkowska (7a)

Courtesy the artist and 
Galleria Continua San 
Gimignano / Beijing / 
Le Moulins / Habana
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1. 出自与艺术家在2017年的对话

2. 出自艺术家提供的作品标签文字

3. 出自与艺术家在2017年的对话

4. 出自发表于《文化》的文章: http://
nedkosolakov.net/content/top_secret/
index_eng.html

5. 同上

6. 出自沙里耶夫当代画廊提供的文字

7. http://nedkosolakov.net/content/
new_noahs_ark/index_eng.html

8. 出自《容量：当代艺术与批评中的
历史、世界和自我》

9. http://nedkosolakov.net/content/
announcement/index_eng.html

︹潔幆艊頯梮︺曧踆惛蟨俓攝慘呺㣻艊

誖暺恏㒄艊魍ィ䯖菑㳛鲋㚸敭鲇艊™酛嶗醮

婠詀裶䄄艊㱚諦、踆惛蟨俓鶯㛏彿㛺䯖骼鮪

踆䉯鲡頯梮叧䅳醢叧梕䄄斊戦貏怐·鎢㜀俓

昤▕酓骼艊婠㚴茻勢鞔俍㫤曧彾襫艊䯒麹磢

骼嫕暚叧艊曧＃墮呎￥艊伄翍䯓䯤＃頯梮咲烔

㫨鮪婠詀躐謚、誆㒄倉㚪讜㫥酽砎䯖倉喥桹

詵镾醮婠詀邁叅䯖磢謚㡨嬱呅、￥

2005妘訅9嗘黥昤鬢壉啯儕妘嗴醢喥桹

酽跣甅鲻艊籌厸䯤踆惛蟨俓鮪㠣郿澤艊犦杛

咗駡哻嗴熱鑫︹頯梮醮羠噯䯒鮪彿㫥㯵鰓艊跫

翨䯓︺、詇嗴鳏榺啯昤·頴鵛嶗罁㒂俓·哤趼抲熱儕

妘嗴㒄醮╙壈暀夠羠牆桹饅鎽、踵鑫觻諦詇嗴

艊㛄嶎䯖踆惛蟨俓攝㬬鑫酽蟢濕羮裶䄄梪㦳艊

囅鲇䯖旴䖉艊亝伄嶗鉛龉艊応䄄彾踵鑫踃棞、

慘閔▕鲋釀鮪酽跣応䄄艊亝伄醢艊敭鲇䯤酽鬣

頯梮閔詵飨懲嬱竑呯裶䄄碬磢酽昦䯖彾踵＃桭

暺鲻艊応䄄￥䯖鮪㳟叄⿺笶艊楯厸䎈覜䯖喥曧頯

梮閔梪㦳、踆惛蟨俓鮪亝醢釀醣鑫酓㓅‖艊慇

蛵䯤＃㛽魯鞲㫥㫅㡶￥䯖＃磢謚贋㓅謾骼応䄄䯒偧

楇倉嶎艊㛣䯓￥䯖媆啂㓅‖㫧駱釀菑敭鲇艊踽㒄

応䄄、敭鲇擄瓕鑫婠詀鄫頺、旴䖉艊亝醢桹酽

跣昦艊翄瞖婩饅䯖踆惛蟨俓鮪呅晄㫅釀㭠䯖＃昦

棾艊、￥鮪詆酽侐䯖亝鉢⺖賽熱酽啢鱖徳䉳䯖

詵飨荱勢婠詀梪㦳諤跣䅆瀇忞懲羮艊犻旿䯖

踆惛蟨俓羾澑攝㬬熱鑫榚蟢咲姲鐞絹、骼恦

亝䉳醢艊犻旿嗃鞲1勢5釆鑫誑䯖＃5￥曧桭昦

has resonated in his practice ever since, characterized 

as it is by the sincere irony that Solakov embraces and 

deploys unwaveringly. Take, for example, Insolent Art, 

first presented as part of the group show “IRWIN, Solakov, 

Zvezdotchotov” in 2000 at Moscow’s Regina Gallery, 

which consisted of Solakov writing on an empty wall in 

the gallery: “You, viewer, are part of an audience, which 

(especially on New Year’s Eve) is not so important to my 

career, therefore, it is not appropriate for me to exhibit 

something more substantial here.” Each time the work 

is shown, a new site-specific phrase is added between 

the parentheses. In the case of the 2004 Lodz Biennale, 

the parenthetical phrase read: “(especially after me not 

having slept so well last night),” and at the 2005 Bologna 

Art Fair with Galerie Arndt & Partner, “(especially in this 

part of Italy).”

Insolent Art is a distilled articulation of the concerns 

in Solakov’s practice, focused as it is on the tradition of 

storytelling and in working with architectural space. As 

Solakov tells me, the advice his professor at the Sofia Art 

Academy, Mito Ganovski, offered him and his colleagues 

still rings true to this day, even if his education in mural 

painting was, in accordance to the times, conservative. 

“The artist will always come second to the architecture. 

As soon as you obey this, then you have the possibility 

to coexist with the architecture and then to win it over.” 

A beautiful example of this approach was encapsu-

lated in the 9th Istanbul Biennial in 2005, where Solakov 

presented Art & Life (in my part of the world) in the Deniz 

Palace apartments in BeyoȘlu. In keeping with the curatorial 

vision—as conceived by Charles Esche and Vasif Kortun 

to work in Istanbul’s more common spaces—Solakov 

created a narrative using the space itself, in which the 

peeling walls and unkempt rooms became the material of 

the contribution. Everything was framed by a story written 

on the wall of one room about a single artwork that led 

to the renovation of that particular space; “the brightest 

room.” The detritus of this renovation was presented on 

a pyramid-like shelving structure, at the top of which, the 

story says, the artwork was positioned. 

At the outset of this intervention, Solakov left Instruc-

tions to his viewers—“First this way, please,” followed by 

“and then visit the other rooms (if you want).” These were 

written on one wall, directing visitors first to the main room 

with the story on the wall, before guiding them into the 

other spaces, where architectural details were pulled into 

the artist’s narrative. These included a new light switch 

presented on one cracked and peeling wall, by which 

Solakov wrote, “a Fresh arrival.” In another intervention, on 

a small section of wall where various layers of paint offered 

a cross-section into the various stages of this building’s 

life, Solakov created a family portrait of sorts. He did this 

by numbering different patches from 1 to 5, with 5—the 

freshest coat—being, as the note stated, “the grandson 

of 1.” (In conversation in 2017, Solakov corrected himself, 

and now calls that patch: “the great-great-grandson.”)

The simplicity in Solakov’s Deniz Palace Apartments 

intervention, exemplified by the use of hand-written cues 

that serve to ignite the viewer’s own sense of imagination 

and humor, recalls the same approach with which the artist 

creates his drawings, of which he is a prolific producer. In 

the case of the “Illusions” series, for instance, a series of ink 

on paper works created especially for the 2014 Thessaloniki 

Biennale, the artist creates narratives such as the one 

in #3, which is painted all black with an unpainted circle 

remaining at the center, under which Solakov wrote: “‘I’m 

such a bad cliché for a popular illusion!’ said the light at 

the end of the tunnel to the tunnel, who remained silent.” 

The aim of each of his compositions, in the end, is 

to make connections—something the artist physically 

exemplified in I Want Back Home (said the big frog): an 

installation documenting the journey Solakov made for 

14 days by train from Sofia to Shanghai in order to take 

part in an exhibition at the Rockbund Art Museum in 2010. 

The meaning of the project was hinged on Joji, a toy frog 

made in China that Solakov bought in a shop in New York’s 

Chinatown for a show he staged there, which then came 

with him to Sofia, making this particular project Joji’s own 

homecoming—“thus making Joji the only toad to circle 

the world,” Solakov adds. At the same time, the journey 

forward in space, as enacted in his journey to China, reflects 

the way Solakov enters into each and every project, his 

drawings included. 

On creating his narratives, for example, Solakov explains: 

“I start drawing something with a very vague idea or frankly 

no idea at all, and within a few seconds it begins to shape 

up, and then comes the text.” Text is written directly 

onto the paper, often with only a vague idea of what is 

to be written, meaning that the work actually becomes 

a grappling with the space of the paper, since Solakov is 

never quite sure how much room he will need to write the 

story as it comes out. Here, space once again comes first, 

and it must be won over. “The process is about how to end 

up with the story in a logical way, within this extremely 

limited space of the paper,” Solakov says. “This is my own 

personal suspense.” 

1 As described by the artist in 
conversation in January 2017

2 As described in the wall text for the 
piece, provided by the artist

3 As noted in conversation in January 
2017

4  As described in Kultura article, 
viewable here: http://nedkosolakov.net/
content/top_secret/index_eng.html

5  Ibid.

6 In a text about the work provided by 
SARIEV Contemporary.

7 As described at: http://nedkosolakov.
net/content/new_noahs_ark/index_eng.
html

8 See: Capacity: The History, the World, 
and the Self in Contemporary Art and 
Criticism

9 See: http://nedkosolakov.net/content/
announcement/index_eng.html
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《幻觉-第3号》，2014年
纸上棕、黑、白色墨水和水彩
整个系列共19件，
每件19 × 28厘米

Illusions #3, 2014
Sepia, black, and white 
ink, and wash on paper
A series of 19 drawings, 
19 x 28 cm each

Courtesy the artist   
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